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$0. INTRODUCTION 
THE CLASSICAL theorems of de Rham and Hodge assert hat the cohomology of a compact oriented 
Riemannian manifold can be represented by harmonic forms. Much less is known about relations 
between topology and potential theory on non-compact manifolds. In this paper we show that for 
non-compact manifolds of a special type there is an analog of de Rham-Hodge theory. Namely, 
let X be a non-compact oriented, Riemannian manifold on which a discrete group I of 
orientation-preserving sometries acts freely so that the quotient X = X/I is compact. Let K be 
the complex of a triangulation of X, and let R be the complex of the induced triangulation of X. 
An oriented real-valued cochain f on R is said to be in L’ if and only if 
(0.1) 
where the summation isextended over all geometric simplexes u of R. We will denote by G’(R) 
the space of all L2-cochains of degree p. The space Gp (K) has natural structure of a Hilbert space 
and the simplicial coboundary d, is a bounded operator from C?“(R) to C,“‘(g) for every p = 0, 
1,2,... ,dim X. We define the L*-cohomology spaces H”(K) as follows. 
ZP(R) = (f E GP(R)ldcf =0) 
BP(K) = cf E C*yR)V = d,g, g E G”-‘(K) (0.2) 
H”(K) = ZP(R)/F$jT 
Now the group I acts on C?(R) in a unitary way and this action commutes with the coboundary 
operator. Hence I acts on H*(E). Similarly I is represented on the space X*(X) of L*-harmonic 
forms on R Our main result is 
THEOREM 1. Integration of forms over simplexes of R induces a r-isomorphism $: TP(T?)+ 
I?(& for every p = 0, 1, 2, . . . , dim X. 
As a consequence of techniques developed in proving Theorem 1 we also obtain 
THEOREM 2. The equivalence class of the representation of r on the space of L*-harmonic 
forms is a homotopy invariant of the pair (X, r). 
Remark. r is a quotient of n,(X) by a normal subgroup. 
To prove Theorem 1 we first define de Rham L2-cohomology spaces [l, (6.4)] as follows. 
BP(x) = {olo is a p-form in L2, w = ~TJ for some n in L2} (0.3) 
Z’(X) = {f+ is an Lz form, do = 0) 
HP(X) = ZP(J?)/BP($). 
A routine proof then shows that H”(X) is I-isomorphic to the space of L*-harmonic p-forms 
on X. The next step consists of proving the following analog of de Rham’s theorem. 
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THEOREM 1’. Integration of forms oter simplexes of K induces a r-isomorphism $: 
H’(J?)+H”(fi) for every p = 0, 1, 2, . . . , dim X. 
It is an open problem whether Theorem 1’ remains true if we omit closures in the definitions 
(0.2), (0.3) of L’-cohomology. However, we observe in Section 1 that Zp(I?)/Bp(I?) is a 
homotopy invariant of the pair (IK], I). 
Theorem 1’ is proved by carefully following the proof of the classical de Rham theorem given 
by Whitney in [8]. In doing so we try to perform all constructions locally in the base and lift them 
to the covering X. There are two new features in this proof. First, in defining the de Rham 
mapping, one is faced with integrating forms which are only in L* over simplexes of positive 
codimension. To get around this difficulty we show (Proposition 2.6) that de Rham 
L*-cohomology can be defined in terms of Sobolev spaces of forms having an arbitrary (but fixed) 
number of derivatives in L*. In view of the Sobolev Lemma we can therefore assume that all 
forms we have to deal with are C’. Moreover forms with many derivatives in L* decay at infinity 
at such a rate that cochains defined by integrating them are again in L*. 
The second difference between our proof of Theorem 1’ and Whitney’s proof of the de Rham 
theorem is in the proof of injectivity of the de Rham isomorphism. The classical construction is 
global in nature and cannot be lifted from X to X. We use the approximation properties of the 
Whitney mapping ((3.9) and (3.10)) instead. It is this approximation technique which, in a sense, 
forces us to use closures in the definitions (0.2), (0.3) of L*-cohomology. The present proof would 
certainly break down if we used a more familiar definition of cohomology HP = ZP/Bp, 
The two theorems above have been conjectured by Atiyah and Singer in connection with their 
research on index theory of infinite coverings. In particular Theorem 1 was stated as a conjecture 
by Atiyah in [l, 961 and our Theorem 2 implies homotopy invariance of I-Betti numbers 
B+‘(X) = dimr H”(X) also conjectured in [l]. 
It is a very pleasant duty to thank Professors M. F. Atiyah and I. M. Singer for suggesting the 
problem and sharing their insights with me. I am also grateful to Professor E. Calabi for several 
stimulating conversations. 
$1. SIMPLICIAL L’XOHOMOLOCY OF COVERINGS 
Let k? be an infinite simplicial complex on which a discrete group I acts freely. We assume 
that the quotient K = R/I’ is a finite simplicial complex. In this section we prove that the 
L*-cohomology spaces H*(g) are invariant under subdivisions of R which are pullbacks of 
subdivisions of K. As a corollary, we prove that the representation f r on H*(g) is a homotopy 
invariant of the pair (lK/, I’). 
Let C’(g) be the space of real, oriented cochains of I? of degree p. We think of cochains 
f E Cp(g) as infinite formal linear combinations of oriented simplexes of R. A cochainf = Z&o 
is in L’,f E Czp(E), if the sum of squares of coefficients i  finite. C,‘(k) is a Hilbert space with the 
inner product given by 
(1.1) 
for j, g E C,“(R). 
In our situation there exists an integer n such that every p-simplex o of k is a face of at most 
n simplexes of dimension p + 1. It follows [5, p. 3901, that the simplicial coboundary dJ of an 
L*-cochain f is in Lz and the operator d,: Czp(&+ C2P+‘(R) is bounded. We define the 
L*-cohomology spaces HP (R) by(0.2) where BP (K) denotes the closure of BP (Z?) with respect o 
the norm ]]*]I =(e;)“*. 
The main result of this section is 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let K’ be a subdivision of K, and let I? be the induced subdivision of R. The 
natural cochain mapping S: C*(R’)+ C*(R) restricts to a bounded operator S: CZ(R’)-+ C%(R) 
and induces an isomorphism on L*-cohomology. 
Proof. S is a lift to the covering of the subdivision mapping s: CP(K’)+CP(K) in the base. 
Boundedness of S: Cr(x’)+CT(I?) is an easy consequence of this fact and the finiteness of 
complexes K, K’. Since S is a chain map of complexes we have S(Z’(I?‘)) C Z’(K), 
S(BP(R’)) C B”(k). Hence S(B”(K’)) C BP(K) and S induces a mapping S: H*(I?‘)-,Z-Z*(Z?). 
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We now proceed as in [6, Chapt. 51 dualizing everything since we are dealing with 
cohomology. 
Observe that the invariance of ordinary simplicial cohomology of a finite complex under 
arbitrary subdivisions i a formal consequence of the invariance under barycentric subdivisions. 
The same is true in our case and it will suffice to prove the proposition assuming that K’ is the first 
barycentric subdivision of K. 
Note that s : C*(K’) + C*(K) is a local mapping. More precisely, for every p-simplex (T of K’ 
s(a) = T, where T is the unique p-simplex of K such that Int ]o] c Int ITI. Furthermore there 
exists a cochain map 1: C*(K)+C*(K’) with the following properties. 
(i) s . t = I on C*(K). 
(ii) t is local in the sense that, for every p-simplex T of K, t(7) = (T for some p-simplex (T such 
that ]uI C 1~1. 
(iii) t. s is chain-homotopic to identity on C*(K’), i.e. there exists a family of maps G: 
C*(K’)+ C*-‘(K’) such that G . d, + d, . G = t . s - I. 
Moreover, the homotopy G is local in the sense that, for every simplex u of K’, the cochain G(a) 
is supported in the uniquely determined closed simplex 1~1 of K whose interior contains Int 1~1. 
Now since S, t, G, d, are local operators they lift to bounded operators S, i, G, d, acting on 
L’cochains of the covering. With obvious notation we have 
s-t===1 on Cl(R) 
d.d,+d,.d=t*j-I on Cf C (R’) 
which proves that S: H*(R’)+ H*(R) is an isomorphism with inverse i: Finally we remark that 
both isomorphisms commute with the action of I. 
COROLLARY 1.3. The equivalence class of the natural representation of the group r on H*(R) 
is a homotopy invariant of the pair (IKI, l7. 
As in the case of ordinary homotopy of a finite simplicial complex this is a formal 
consequence of Proposition 1.2. 
Remark. The same proof shows that the spaces Z’(@/B”(~) are homotopy invariants of 
(IKl, I). 
92. HARMONIC FORMS AND DE RHAM L'-COHOMOLOGY 
We now return to the situation described in the introduction. Thus X+X = X/I is a Galois 
covering of a compact, oriented, Riemannian manifold. The metric, exterior derivative, and the 
Laplace operator acting on forms on X are lifts of corresponding objects on X. We will use the 
same symbols d, A to denote the exterior derivative and the Laplacian on both X and X. 
For the purpose of proving Theorem 1 it is convenient to define de Rham I,*-cohomology of k 
in such a way that the definition is formally analogous to (0.2). On the other hand the definition 
ought to be such that this cohomology is represented by L2-harmonic forms. In this section we 
give such a description. 
Let A’.’ = A’.“(z) be the space of square-integrable p-forms on X. A”.’ is the completion of 
the space AoP of compactly supported C” p-forms on X with respect to the norm 
‘i”ll;; yo”* = uw A * WI I’*. Thus A“‘” is a Hilbert space with the inner product (Jo given by 
xwh*qtl, W TJ E A”“. The space A’.’ has the following orthogonal Hodge 
dzoiposition [2, Theorem 241. 
A”.” = dA,“-’ @ X’ @ d*AoP-‘, (2.1) 
where Xp is the space of C?L.‘-forms of degree p satisfying dw = d*w = 0. Moreover 
ZP = {o E A’.“Idw = 0) is equal to 5%‘” @ dAop-‘. 
We now introduce the Sobolev spaces of forms Ak.p. By definition 
Ak’” = {o E A’.‘I(I + A)‘w E A”.p}, (2.2) 
where the operator (I + A)’ is applied to w in the sense of distributions. In this section we will 
frequently use the following technical result of Atiyah [l, Proposition 3.11 which we state in the 
form convenient for our purposes. 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. For ecery k = 0, 1,2, . . . , and ecer?; p = 0, 1,2, . . . , dim X the space A” is the 
completion of A”” with respect to the norm 
IIo(IP = ((I + A)‘w, (I + A)%)o”‘, w E A,,“, 
and (I + A)” is a self-adjoint operator on A”.p with domain A”“. Thus Ak,P is a Hilberl space with 
the inner product ( ,)k given by 
(a’, q)k = ((I + 4’0, (I+ A)‘q)o, for o, 7 E A’“. 
Remark. If X = R”, A = -E(~‘/EJx,“) and P = Z”, then A’.’ is the Sobolev space Hz’ of 
functions having 2k derivatives in L*. 
As an easy corollary of the above proposition we obtain 
LEMMA 2.4. The operator (I +A)“ is a Hilbert space isomorphism of A’.’ onto A’“. 
Proof. For C’ forms o with compact support we have the inequality 
((I + A)‘w, (I + A)ko)o 2 (0, o)o. 
Since smooth, compactly supported forms are dense in A”’ this inequality holds for every 
w E Ak.“. Thus (I + A)” is injective. Moreover, we have [jw1/1[ = [/(I + A)ko]]O. Hence the image of 
(I + A)k is a closed subspace. Now, since (I + A)* is self-adjoint, we have ((I + A)‘Atp)l = 
ker(Z + A) = 0, i.e. (I + A)‘,‘.’ = A”.“. 
Another corollary of Proposition 2.3 is 
LEhw 2.5. Z,*-harmonic forms on J? are closed and co-closed, i.e. 
X“(x) = {w E A”.“]Ao = 0) = {w E A’.“Idw = d*w = 0). 
Moreocer, the space Z’(k) of closed square-integrable forms can be decomposed as follows 
Zp(& = S%“(2) @B”(x). 
Therefore X’(R) is T-isomorphic to HP(g) = Z’lv. 
Proof. Observe that 
lld4I: 5 11~11: (2.6) 
for every smooth form with compact support, which implies that A’** contains the domain of d 
(considered as an operator on A”*). Proposition 2.3 allows us to integrate by parts to obtain 
(h, h)o=((Z+A)h, h)o=(h, h)o+(dh,dh)o+(d*h,d*h)o, 
which proves the first assertion. The second one is a consequence of inclusions dAoP-’ C BP C 
F C Z’ and orthogonality of 8” and p, which follows from the first assertion. 
Remark. Lemma 2.5 is also a consequence of a theorem of Andreotti and Vesentini [2, 
Theorem 261. 
We now renormalize the de Rham complex on X in order to obtain a complex of Hilbert 
spaces and bounded operators. We first observe that, as a consequence of (2.6) d is a bounded 
operator from Ak.P to A’-““” for every k r 1, p 2 0. Let N = dim X = dim X. We consider the 
following complex 
O+A 1.02 Al-!.’ --) . . . -f., A’-N.N + () (2.7) 
for 15 N and its cohomology spaces defined as follows 
Z”” = {o E Ak.PJdw = 0} 
Bk.” = dAk +l.P-1 
Hk.P = zk.P/p, 
(2.8) 
where the closure is taken in topology of A’.“. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. The spaces H’.” are independent of k. More precisely, for every k z 0, p 2 o, 
the space Hk.’ is r-isomorphic fo Yt”(J?). 
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Proof. Since L*-harmonic forms are closed and co-closed (Lemma 2.5) and (I + A)% = h for 
every harmonic form h, we see that X” C Z“” for every k 2 0. Moreover, if h E Xp, dq E Bk*“, 
we have 
(h, dq)k = (h, d(Z + A)‘q)o = (d*h, (I + A)‘h)o = 0. 
Thus X” is orthogonal to F in A”“. Now let z E Z”‘. Using (2.1) we decompose z as follows 
z=h+Tj, 
where h E X’, q E Zk@ and 7 is ( , ),,-orthogonal to X’. Consider the form n1 = (I + A)‘n E 
A ‘.‘. 7, is closed and, for every g E X’, 
(~1, g)o = ((I + A)“a, g)o = (7, (I+ A)“g)o = (7, g)o = 0. 
Using (2.1) again we can express ?I as an J-,*-limit of exact C” forms with compact supports 
9, = lim dq,,, cp” E AoP for all n z 1. Hence, by Lemma 2.4, we have n 
7 = [(I + A)‘]-‘~, = lim d[(l + A)“]-‘cp,. 
Since 9,‘s have compact support [(I + A)*]-‘cp. is in A”’ for all s 2 0. In particular 77 E F. 
The above shows that Z’” admits the following orthogonal direct sum decomposition 
Zk.’ = X” @ F* 
This proves the proposition. 
83. THE DE RHAM ISOMORPHISM 
We will continue to use the notation of 52. In addition let K be the complex of a C” 
triangulation of X and let k be the complex of induced triangulation of X. In this section we 
prove Theorem 1, which in view of Corollary 1.3 will also prove Theorem 2. 
L*-harmonic forms are C” and, therefore, they can be integrated over simplexes of R. It is not 
obvious that cochains defined by integrating these Lz-harmonic forms are in L’. We first show 
that this is so and that integration induces a mapping of L*-cohomology spaces. 
We will use the following notation. For every p-form w on X we write ]w(x)] for the norm of 
w(x) in the fiber A”TS? at x E X. We also define ]]w]]m” by the formula 
for every open set U C X and every o E Ak”, where dV denotes the volume element of the 
Riemannian metric of X. 
We need the following version of the Sobolev inequality. Let N = dim X = dim k 
L~bfa1~3.1. Let (V,x’, . . . , xN) be a coordinate system of x and let U be an open, relatively 
compact set with u C V. For every k > N/4 + j and every w E Ak‘” o is C’. Moreover there exists a 
constant C > 0, independent of o, such that 
max sup s(x) 5 C . (~~h$ + llf$), i= I.Z.....N x =” I I 
where Jo/&r’ is a p-form on V obtained by writing w in terms of local coordinates and 
differentiating its coefficients. 
This Lemma is a trivial consequence of the Friedrichs inequality and the Sobolev inequality 
for elliptic operators in euclidean space[7, p. 181 and p. 1991. 
For every continuous form w of degree p on X we define a cochain J o = JE o E C’(R) by 
the formula 
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LEMMA 3.2. Suppose o E A’“, k > (N/4) + (l/2). Then J o is in L’. Moreover 
(i) j: A’” + C,‘(g) is bounded 
(ii) JF C dcC2”-‘(k). 
Proof. By (3.1) o is of class C’. To estimate the norm of J o we proceed as follows. For every 
p-simplex T of K choose a relatively compact, evenly covered neighborhood U, of 171. Lift these 
to X to obtain a relatively compact neighborhood U, of lo] for every p-simplex of R. Let TV, . . . , 
G be an enumeration of p-simplexes of K. For every i = 1, 2, . . . , n choose a simplex oi of K 
above ri. Then for every p-simplex (T of K there exists an integer i, 15 i I n, and an element 
y E I such that u = vi and U, = Uwi = yU,,. We observe that there exists an integer n, L 1 
such that every point x E X belongs to at most n, sets U,. 
Now let x E lo] C U,. By Lemma 3.1 we have 
[w(x)] 5 C7{]lo]lP+ ]]o]]o”-). 
Since the action of I’ preserves all elements of structure, C, = C, = C, and we can find a 
constant C independent of u such that 
l@(X)] 5 ql4l:- + 11~11~~~ 
for every w E A’,“, x E lgl. Thus integrating over Iu] we obtain 
Now, since I acts on X isometrically, vol ]uI = vol ]yui] = vol cri 5 ,_?,a~ nvol ui. Thus for some . . . 
constant C, independent of o and u we have 
(I) w 1-l * 5 C,{(llf&y2 + (11~110”-,‘~* 
Hence 
which proves that J w E C,“(R) for every o E Ak.” and that the operator J: Ak.P + GP(R) is 
bounded. 
To prove the last assertion let w = dq, where w E AksP and cp E A’“‘-‘. Both o and cp are of 
class C’ and, by Stokes’ theorem j o = j dq = d, J cp E d,C2”-I(&). It follows that 
I 
I F= F c d,CzP- (K). 
COROLLARY. Integration of forms over cochains induces a mapping 
I : IfP(X,-+ H’(Iz). 
Proof. Fix a sufficiently large integer k. By Stokes’ theorem J Zr.’ C Zp(&. By Lemma 3.2 
Ii?5 C BP(k). Thus integration induces a mapping 
i.e. a mapping of L*-cohomology spaces. 
To prove that J: H’(X)+H’(R) is an isomorphism we use a construction, due to Whitney, 
which associates a form to every cochain of R. The detailed iscussion of the Whitney mapping 
can be found in [8, p. 1381. We recall the definition here for completeness. The only innovation 
will be the use of special partitions of unity to insure that the Whitney mapping is I-equivariant. 
Let{U.},EK 0 be an open covering of X by open stars of vertices of K, i.e. U, = st D. Choose a 
C” partition of unity on X subordinate to this covering. Both the covering and the partition of 
unity can be lifted to X so that we obtain a partition of unity {cp,}, E RO indexed by vertices of R 
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with the following properties: 
supp 9” c st u (3.3) 
Qv ’ y = Qr-‘u. 
Now let (T = [V,, . . . , V,] be a simplex of K. To simplify the notation we write (pi = Q”,. 
1 
Q,ifp=o 
wu= 
(3.4) 
P! i_o (-l)‘~d~o A * * * A dam-, A dam+, A . * . A dCop 2 if p >O 
Note that y* Wa = WY-‘a by (3.3). Another property of Wu which we need is 
supp wu c st u. (3.5) 
Now for an arbitrary cochain f = Z&U we define Wf = CfoW,. In view of (3.5) this sum is 
locally finite and defines a C” form. The Whitney mapping W has the following properties. 
(i) d * W = W . d, 
(ii) J. W = I on C*(qK) (3.6) 
(iii) y* Wf = Wcf - y) for every f E C*(R) and every y E I. 
The first two properties are proved in [8, p. 1391. The third one is a consequence of our choice of 
partition of unity. 
We now investigate the restriction of W to L*-cochains. 
LEMMA 3.7. For every f E C,“(R) and every k 2 0 the smooth form Wf is in AkvP. Moreoverfor 
every k L 0 W: C,‘(K)+ A*.” is a bounded I’-equivariant operator. 
Proof. Let f = X fa, 
Now the action of I on A’” is unitary and it commutes with the Laplace operator. Therefore, 
for every i = 1,2,. . . , n, 
since the supports of forms { Wym} , T E r are disjoint. Summing over i = 1,2,. . . , n we obtain the 
estimate 
I( Wfl[k 5 n * ,_y;T.n 11 w~~~~dfi~ 
which proves that W: CzP(Z?)+ Ak.p is bounded. Finally, the I-equivariance of W is just (3.6 iii). 
COROLLARY. W induces a mapping 
w: H’(2) + HP(R) 
of L2-cohomology spaces. 
Proof. By (3.6) and the boundedness of W we have 
W(ZP(R)) c Zk” 
W(fi) c P 
for every k 2 0. 
We are now ready to prove the first part of Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 3.8. J: H”(_f)+H”(~) is a surjection. 
Proof. By 3.6 J - W = Z on the cochain level. Therefore the same is true on cohomology and J 
is surjective. 
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To prove that J is injective on cohomology one is tempted to construct a homotopy between 
W * J and identity on the de Rham complex of X and then lift this homotopy to X. This approach 
does not work since such a homotopy is not local. We use an approximation technique instead. 
We first have to modify the Whitney construction slightly. Namely, we use the partition of unity 
by barycentric oordinate functions to construct he Whitney mapping. From now on we write cp” 
for the barycentric oordinate function corresponding toa vertex u of k, and W for the Whitney 
mapping defined by (3.4)[8, p. 2291, [3, 911. We observe that (3.3), (3.5) and (3.6) remain true. 
Moreover the new Whitney mapping is a bounded operator from G”(R) to A’“. (The image of W 
no longer consists of C” forms!) To see this one simply repeats the proof of Lemma 3.7. 
Below we shall use various triangulations K of the manifold X and their pullbacks k. We 
shall write J,z to indicate that integration is performed over simplexes of R. Similarly Wg will 
denote the Whitney mapping for the complex I?. 
We now state an approximation lemma needed to complete the proof of Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let o be a fixed form in Ak”, k > (N/4) + (l/2). For every E > 0 we can find a 
subdivision K’ of K such that 
Before proving the Lemma we show that it implies 
LEMMA 3.10. Jk lP(~)+ZP(@ is injectioe. 
Proof. Suppose [JE 01 = 0 for 0 E Zk.p. Since integration commutes with subdivision and 
subdivision induces isomorphism on cohomology by Proposition 1.2, we have [Iti* o] = 0 for 
every subdivision K’ of K. Fix eI > 0 and, using Lemma 3.9, choose a subdivision K’ of K such 
that 
Now since JE* w E II”(&) we can find, given arbitrary e2 > 0, a cochain f E G-‘(Z?) such that 
]]J,z* o - dCflj 5 e2. Then we have 
in view of (3.6) and the boundedness of WR.. Since e2 is chosen independently of l l and both can 
be arbitrarily small this shows that o E F, i.e. [w] = 0 in HP(X). 
We now prove Lemma 3.9. This will conclude the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof of Lemma 3.9. Let w E A’” be a fixed form, k > (N/4) + (l/2). For technical reasons [3, 
Section 21 we consider only subdivisions K’ of K whose fullness is bounded away from zero. 
Recall that for every N-simplex u of I? there exists a coordinate system (I!&, x’, . . . , xN) such 
that U, > Iu], E is compact, U, = rU,, and the local coordinates in U, are given by x’ * y-l, 
. . . ) N . y-‘. Since 2’ is a subdivision of I? every N-simplex 1~1 of R’ is contained in U, for (T 
such’that IT] C 1~1. N ow if x E 1~1, T an N-simplex of R’, we have 
I w(x)- WR.. I I W(X) ~Cadiam 7. sup aw R’ I I x E IT  ax (3.11) 
where the constant C can be chosen independently of o, T and K’ in view of [4, Proposition 2.41 
and the P-equivariance of W and sup [do/ax] denotes the least upper bound of partial 
derivatives of coefficients of o with respect o local coordinates in U,. Now choose a family of 
open sets {V,} indexed by N-simplexes Tof I? such that V,., = y V, and ITI 3 VT. Furthermore by 
[4, Lemma 7.191 there exists an integer m independent of K’ such that every point x E .% 
belongs to at most m of the sets V,. Applying the Sobolev Lemma (3.1) to estimate the right-hand 
side of (3.11) we see that for x E ITI 
I o(x) - we * I I ti,o(x) I C * diam ~(~IwII~-v'~~w~loV~) 
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with a constant C > 0 independent of o, 7 and K’. Therefore, denoting by h the mesh of K’, we 
Since the mesh h of K’ can be made arbitrarily small the Lemma is proved. 
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